Controversy exists over explanation of anomalies in antineutrino scattering.
Another explanation could be the existence of large scaling violations due to quark-gluon interaction which restrict the freedom of the quark constituents (as in the asymptotically free quantum chromodynamics (QCD) theory). 8, [10] [11] [12] Other causes of scaling violations have also been considered. 13 Both of these explanations give qualitatively the same kind of rise for <y> iJ and Rc. In this letter we show that it is possible to measure scaling violation and b quark production separately.
Our calculations are done in the quark-parton model formalism, using the scaling variable t = x+ rni /BMEy (mq = mc or ml). 7-g$ l4 One effect of including asymptotic freedom (AF) corrections is that sea quark contributions increase while valence quark contributions decrease with increasing Q2. This effect is incorporated in a first step using the factorization approximation of Ref. 12:
1 where U(Q2) = / u(x, Q2) xdx and similarly for d, ii, 3, s, s and gluons. 15 For 0 this first step of AF corrections we use the procedure and parameters l6 of Ref. 12 . In particular we choose t-he effective strong coupling constant to be as(Q2= 1 GeV2) = 1.1 (corresponding to h=0.50 GeV). Let us now turn to tests of scaling violations independent of heavy quark production. The best place to look for these scaling violations is in the x distributions.' Noting again that the sea quark contribution is supposedly concentratedat small x, let us consider the ratio
of small x to large x. Similarly decreasing valence causes a(~ -cl) and to a lesser extent o(Tj -,u) to decrease.
Therefore we conclude that while dilepton production is a good test of the current (u, b)Rj it is not independent and in fact can be very sensitive to AF corrections.
Finally let us consider the influence of AF corrections and of b quark production in the measurement of neutral currents.
To the extent that experimentalists measure only the ratios of neutral to charged currents the AF corrections tend to cancel (giving at most a 10% variation of RV' Ir -). By. including all energy dependent effects (AF corrections, experimental cuts, new currents,-etc. ) in theoretical calculations of the numerators and denominators ofRV andR iJ , and considering data of three experiments 2 l-23 which occur at different energies, we have determined the best sin2 ~3~ for various quark models. 24
With this determination of sin2 Bw, we can address the "problem" that rising&(?N -pX)/E and "constant" R3 (comparing the three experiments) implies (r(3N -5X)/E must be rising (suggesting, perhaps, charm-changing neutral currents); In fact there is no problem27 (see Fig. 4 
